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ROCKIN’ 1000
Powersoft and Outline keep the heat high at recording-breaking Florence show.

It all started back in the summer of 2015
in the Italian city of Cesena, when 1,000
musicians, recorded the Foo Fighters’ Learn
to Fly in a local park, as an appeal to the
rock band to play in the city. A YouTube clip
of the performance soon went viral and
sure enough frontman Dave Grohl humbly
accepted the invitation. This year Rockin’
1000 hit the headlines again with That’s Live
in Florence, featuring the addition of brass
and percussion sections and special guest, Courtney Love of Hole.
The location for the event was Florence’s Artemio Franchi soccer
stadium, which hosted 1,454 performers from over 30 countries. The task of
ensuring the 13,000+ spectators received a high-quality listening experience
was entrusted to 2 key names in the international pro audio field, both
headquartered in Italy - Powersoft and Outline. On the run-up to the show,
the manufacturers’ specialists interacted with Rockin’ 1000 Sound Manager,
Cisko Ridolfi, and the event’s Sound Designer, Francesco Penolazzi.
Penolazzi, who carried the mantel of Sound Designer and Head of RF,
explained: “My role was to ensure the utmost quality and professionalism
of the event, with a limited budget at our disposal.” Penolazzi counted on a
team that included Laura Becchio in charge of cabling, Alfonso Barbiero, Pro
Tools Technician and Monitor Programmer, Amek, and Vanis, who recorded
the event, and FOH Engineer and System Tech, Luca Stefani.
Penolazzi outlined how the design of the PA was very much inspired
by the Grateful Dead’s ‘Wall of Sound’ but, “with a more modern original
approach.” This included a main Outline PA with 10 stacks (6 with 6 GTO
C-12’s each and 4 with 5 GTO each) and 6 lines of subs, all in end fire array (4
lots of 4 DBS 18-2’s and 2 made up of 4 LAB 21 HSs). These were supplied by
Outline rental partners Emporio on Stage and Soundtech.
The PA was powered by 16 Powersoft X8’s with monitors using 3 more
Powersoft amps, all connected via Dante and with an analogue backup.
The X8’s enabled the crew to monitor the status of the mains supply. “With
mains feeds coming from various parts of the field, it was important to have
a general overview,” explained Powersoft Application Engineer Thiago Terra.
“The X8’s also enabled us to do a little tuning and alignment according to
requests from Stefani and Outline tech support and R&D engineer, Giulio
Gandini.”
Gandini continued: “This was anything but a run-of-the-mill gig! The
brief received from Sound Engineers Luca and Francesco was for the PA
to reinforce the sound arriving from the musicians and keep spectators’
listening experience as realistic as possible.” He explained how the show
forced him and his crew to remember the “rules you’ve learned and used in
standard situations and assess the need to apply them”.
He elaborated: “For example, in a standard situation of stadium
amplification, you would try to achieve the most even coverage with as
little overlapping as possible between the various groups of enclosures,

in order to ensure identical sound in every seat. For Rockin’ 1000, it was
indispensable to obtain overlap between the various clusters to ensure a
realistic sound image.”
At FOH were 2 Yamaha PM10 consoles manned by Stefani and Penolazzi.
Stefani explained: “Francesco and I began working on the desks’ setup months before the event, exchanging show files via e-mail. We’ve
collaborated frequently in the past on unusual projects, so when he started
work on the first Rockin’ 1000 project we began corresponded regularly.”
Gandini added: “The loudspeaker systems were quite far from the
spectators, so the use of line-array elements fitted with precise waveguides
enabled to achieve extremely accurate sound coverage. Right from the
drawing board stage, the brief was for clusters with 5 / 6 enclosures in order
to have a suitable vertical configuration ensuring a good throw with the low
frequencies - indispensible when amplifying the impact of a 1,500-strong
band!”
As well as the headphone or in-ear monitoring used by the musicians,
conductor and guest artist, on stage there were 2 Outline Vegas 12’s for
additional monitoring and in the area occupied by the musicians, 6 Vegas
15 CX were deployed to communicate with them when they entered and left
the pitch and during rehearsals.
The rig’s calibration and alignment was carried out using Powersoft’s
intuitive proprietary Armonía software, with which the Powersoft amplifiers
were controlled and managed. Armonía enabled the team to realise
projects offline, and then match them with the hardware at the venue. The
software also provided engineers numerous facilities for the realisation
and calibration of their rigs. In addition it enabled direct interaction with
Smaart.
An Outline Newton 16+8 system control and networking unit also
received signals from the main FOH console and was on standby duty in
the event of any network problems and for distribution. It received a Dante
signal, carried out its computing, and distributed the Dante signal to the
amplifiers on the pitch.
This was not Stefani’s first outing with Outline products. “I began using
Outline back in the days of their Tripla enclosures, and since then I’ve
had the opportunity of hearing and using their Butterfly, Mantas and GTO
systems,” he stated. “The GTO is one of the few systems on the market that
enables to obtain the sonic impact we want and above all, thanks to its
lengthy pedigree, can ensure great reliability. In my opinion, the Outline
systems are excellent for this type of event, at which SPL and pattern control
are fundamental elements for achieving the necessary results.”
After the show, which ended with the 13,000-strong crowd singing
Foo Fighters’ Learn To Fly with the mega band, there was tangible allround enthusiasm and Gandini stated: “It was really hot, hard work for all
concerned, but amply repaid by the outcome of this unique event!”
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